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The CRM is only a 
tool for the 

admissions team.



What’s a CRM
Customer relationship management (CRM) is a 
technology for managing all your company’s 
relationships and interactions with customers and 
potential customers. 
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When measuring the effectiveness 
of your e-recruitment efforts

is becoming obsolete. 



Weaknesses of 
Google Analytics

• Anonymous data
• Limited cross device tracking capabilities
• Data can’t be used outside of Google products



ANONYMOUS DATA



cost per lead
$143.53









HELLO, MY NAME IS…





cost per lead
$143.53



cost per lead

$143.53
$1064.79













How it works

Trigger
Tag



How it works

Create a 
cookie



How it works

Read the 
cookie values



How it works

Values added to 
student record
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Cross Device Tracking





This is a story about how a 
girl from Lakeland, FL 
ended up on the Messiah 
College campus. 





On November 5th at 7:02pm 
Sarah’s life changed forever…





$3.62



November 5th at 7:02pm

Sarah visits 3 pages on our website
•Homepage (1m 17s)
•Program listing page (55s) 
•Mission and identity page (1m 22s)









34%
of campaign 

conversions are a 
direct result of 

users clicking on 
the lightbox or 

“sticky” bar.



?
How did we make this 

happen?









How it works

#HEA18@krishardy83

Trigger
Tag



How it works

Create
Cookie



How it works

Read the
Cookie



How it works

Fire Tag With Custom 
HTML





Between Nov. 5th and Nov. 18th Sarah 
returned to our website 3 times. 
She spent around 40 minutes on our website
and visited 26 total pages.
•Homepage 
•Academic program listing page 
•Academic program pages
•Residence life
• Student handbook
•Campus life

She visited on multiple different devices



November 19th at 11:01pm

Sarah spends 45 minutes on our site and 
visits 37 pages. 
•Academic programs
•Off campus programs
•Visit opportunities 
•And…





SHORTER IS SWEETER 
50% of seniors and 41% of 
juniors have abandoned a form 
because of how much 
information was required. 

2018 e-expectations report trend report







Before requesting information Sarah 
spent around 1.5 hours on our 
website and visited 63 pages





20 minutes after 
completing the form…

Sarah gets an email, opens it, 
clicks the link and spends an 
additional 13 minutes on our 
website viewing 24 different 
pages. 



Now we know more about Sarah

•Start term
•Programs of interest
•Extracurricular activities
•High School



Marketing 
Automation









Less than 24 hours 
after requesting 
information
Sarah gets an email 
from her 
admissions 
counselor with next 
steps. 



Option 1 –
Web Inquiry 
I see that you recently 
requested information 
about Messiah College. My 
name is (counselor name) 
and I am reaching out to 
introduce myself as your 
admissions counselor…

Sarah,



Option 2 –
Visit registration
Thank you for registering for 
a campus visit! My name is 
(counselor name) and I am 
reaching out to introduce 
myself as your admissions 
counselor…



Option 3 – Soft leads
…If you don't know a lot about 
Messiah College, here's a quick 
overview. Messiah is a nationally 
ranked, private Christian college 
in central Pennsylvania, located 
near the state capital of 
Harrisburg. We have about 2,800 
undergraduate students and 
offer 85+ majors that will help 
prepare you for an outstanding 
career. 



November 21st at 3:53pm

Sarah opens the email from her counselor, 
clicks a link and spends 50 minutes on our 
site and visits 29 pages
•Campus map
•Chapel 
•Program pages
•Campus life



62%
Emails sent within the first 

14 days of a student’s 
lifecycle are 

more likely to be opened

140%
Links in emails sent within 

the first 14 days of a 
student’s lifecycle are 

more likely to be clicked

Timing is essential



Sarah returns to our website 
5 additional times in December and 

receives a few more emails. 



Sarah gets an email 
about career outcomes 
and opens it 54 minutes 
after it was delivered. 

Sarah,







Sarah gets an email 
about academic 
programs, opens it, and 
visits 7 webpages. 

Sarah,





The academic program 
email has the highest 
engagement rate of all 
the emails we send

Sarah,



At this point, no one from 
admissions has had to spend any 

time cultivating Sarah. 



January 10th at 11:19am 

Sarah visits our website and registers for 
an individual visit.



January 11th at 4:42pm 

Sarah begins the online application. 





January 12th at 7:22pm 

Sarah submits the application. 





After applying,
she gets a few more emails. 



Dear Sarah,



Sarah,



Sarah,



We are talking to her family, too 
Dear family of Sarah Smith,

Sarah’s



On Feb. 15th Sarah visits campus!



To date Sarah has spent 338 
minutes (5.6 hours) on our 
website, visited 322 pages, 

opened 12 emails, clicked 10 
email links and filled out 3 

enrollment forms



$3.62


